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Abstract. By using Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program based on first-principles, 

we have in detail investigated the formation mechanism of the aluminium (Al) nanoparticles 

(NPs) on a silicone oil surface. Our investigation shows that two moving Al clusters on liquid 

substrate meet to form a random initial structure. Collisions and interactions may make it 

become a more compact, more stable structure. As the deposition density increases, a disc-

shaped morphology would be formed because of isotropy on the silicone oil surfaces. The 

structures built on the Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) units are not stable. Both atomic 

displacement and adsorption can almost destroy them. It is difficult to form Al crystals on the 

silicone oil surfaces. 

1.  Introduction 

The nanoparticles (NPs) of various metal or nonmetal elements on liquid substrate have attracted 

considerable attentions due to their novel physical and chemical properties. Their optical phenomena 
[1], quantum confinement [2] and surface plasmon resonances [3] mainly originate from the specific 

geometrical structures (large-surface area-to-volume ratio, for example), microstructures and 

compositions of the nanoparticles. Because of these properties, they have many potential applications 
[4-6].  

There are a variety of ways to synthesize two-dimensional or three-dimensional nanoparticle 

aggregates. Generally, the synthesis can be achieved by physical and chemical means. Although 

physical methods need complicated equipment, they can be used to fabricate highly pure products in a 
clean way. On the other hand, chemical methods may produce some harmful by-products, but almost 

universal. However, Giuffrida et al. developed several cheap and fast new approaches of combining 

the advantages of both physical and chemical methods [7-9].  
Although the methods above are used to produce nanoparticles successfully, Ye et al. firstly found 

the nucleation, growth, and aggregation behaviour of silver clusters on silicone oil surfaces [10]. The 

pioneering work developed a new and simple method to fabricate nanoparticles, nanoparticle 
aggregates, and continuous thin films using liquid as substrate. 

Since then, other liquid substrates have been also employed. For example, Torimoto et al. (in 2006) 

[11] and Wender et al. (in 2011) [12] used ionic liquids and vegetable oils as substrates.   

Ye et al. described the formation mechanism of the aggregates on the liquid substrates by using 
two-stage growth model [10]. At the first stage, that is, during deposition, disk-shaped clusters are 

formed. To the second stage, subsequent aggregation of clusters occurs.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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In 2014, Pan et al. fabricated aluminium nanoparticle (Al NPs) aggregates on silicone oil surfaces 

at different substrate temperatures by thermal evaporation method [13,14]. It is found that the Al NPs 

exhibit a disc-shaped morphology with mean diameter and height in the ranges 20–35 and 1.3–3.7 nm, 

respectively. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement shows that the disc-shaped Al NPs can 
diffuse and aggregate but seldom overlap each other. As the nominal film thickness increases, the 

coverage increases at first, then saturates gradually and finally exhibits random fluctuation behaviour 

with its thickness. The experimental result suggests that the mass density increases during the growth 
of the Al NPs.  

In fact, it is a difficult task to study the deposition mechanism of aluminium clusters on silicone oil 

surfaces because their morphologies and structures are affected by many factors, such as 

environmental temperature, time for aggregation and sputtering concentration, etc. In the initial stage 
of deposition, the deposition structures are also related to the location and orientation of the clusters. 

This adds to the complexity of the problem. 

Fortunately, the silicone oil surfaces are isotropic, and can be generally considered as quasi-

free sustained substrates. This is because the metallic atoms on the liquid substrates can diffuse 

randomly with large diffusion coefficients compared with that on solid substrates.  

In this paper, in view of the experimental results, we have performed calculations on the 
aggregation of the Al clusters at initial stage by using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 

program based on first-principles. Our main purpose is to explore their initial growth mechanism. 

2.  Computational Methods 
Firstly, we obtained the ground state structures of the small Al clusters by using the ADF program [15], 

version (2010.02). Then, two Al clusters are placed in different distances and directions. The bi-cluster 

system is optimized by the ADF program. See how its microstructure evolves. 
In the ADF program, molecular orbitals (MOs) were expanded using a large, uncontracted set of 

Slater-type orbitals (STOs): Triple-zeta with two polarization functions (TZ2P) [16].The TZ2P basis is 

an all-electron basis of triple-z quality, augmented by two sets of polarization functions. The frozen-

core approximation for the inner-core electrons was used. The orbitals up to 2p for aluminium were 
kept frozen. An auxiliary set of s, p, d, f, and g STOs was used to fit the molecular density and to 

represent the Coulomb and exchange potentials in each self consistent field (SCF) cycle. Calculations 

have been made in the framework of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) by means of the 
Becke-Perdew functional. The method is based on Becke’s [17, 18] gradient correction to the local 

expression for the exchange energy and the correlation energy. The self-consistent field was 

converged to a value of 10
-4

. 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Experimental results [13,14] 

The experimental results in our group reveal that the morphologies of the Al NPs aggregates seldom 

overlap each other at the initial stage with a nominal film thickness h equal to 0.02. As h increases, the 
number density increases rapidly. The Al NPs, which diffuse randomly on the liquid surface, would 

form fractal aggregates once they meet. After h ≥ 0.10 nm, the aggregates connect with each other and 

finally form a net-shaped or a nearly continuous film. The phenomenon helps us to reveal the growth 
mechanism of the Al system.  

3.2.  Aggregation of the small Aln clusters 

The investigation on the small Al clusters shows that they begin to transfer from planar structures to 

three dimensional structures at n=6. The binding energies (BE, in eV), electron affinities (EA, in eV), 
ionization potentials (IP, in eV) and some relevant experimental data can be found in some published 

articles [19-27]. The ion clusters Al7
+
, Al13


 and Al19


 exhibits higher stability. Their stabilities can be 

explained well by spherical jellium model (SJM) [20]. 
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Aggregation of the small Aln clusters has been investigated by the ADF program. The process of 

several identical or different clusters approaching in different directions is simulated. We want to 

know how they aggregate together, and what kind of stable structures can be formed. Here, the Al13 

and Al19 clusters are taken as examples to illustrate their microscopic mechanism. 

The Al13 and Al19 clusters can be obtained in many channels. For example, Al6 + Al7  Al13, Al6 + 

Al6 + Al1 Al13, Al6 + Al6 + Al7  Al19, Al13 + Al6  Al19, and so on. The aggregates from smaller 

Al clusters are mostly meta-stable structures. There is a potential barrier between them, and most of 
them are difficult to transfer spontaneously from one structure to another. But, some structures are 

influenced by exoteric factors, and sometimes can change from meta-stable states to more stable states. 

This process may occur many times. The first structural transformation is easier because an initial 
structure formed by random is relatively relaxed. But as structural tightness increases, the structural 

change is getting harder and harder. This is consistent with the two-stage growth model. 

 

Figure 1. Some representative stacked structures and partial evolution processes. 
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The ground state structure of the Al13 cluster is a distorted icosahedral cage with one central atom 

(see Al13(a) in figure1). We try to construct its initial structure by using two Al5 structures and 3 atoms. 

After structural optimization, the ground state structure Al13(a) can be obtained. Sometimes, it is 

difficult to get it directly from the ground state structures of two smaller clusters. For example, we 
cannot get the ground state structure Al13(a) directly by combining the lowest energy structures Al6 

and Al7. But it can be obtained by other channels. Two smaller meta-stable structures are more likely 

to form its ground state structure. For example, both the pentagonal bipyramid Al7(x) of the Al7 cluster 
and the pentagon plane structure Al5(x) of the Al5 cluster in figure 1 are meta-stable structures. The 

initial structure Al13(x1) in figure 1 is based on the two meta-stable structures Al7(x), Al5(x) and one 

atom Al1(x). In the process of its structural optimization, its two intermediate structures Al13(x2) and 

Al13(x3) are also presented in figure 1. It can be seen here how it evolves from the initial structure 
Al13(x1) to the final stable structure Al13(a). But, some initial stacking structures are difficult to evolve 

to the predicted structure because of the potential barrier. 

The Al19(a) in figure 1 is the ground state structure of Al19 cluster. The structure Al19(x1) in figure 1 
is obtained by staking Al13(a), Al5(x) and Al1(x). After it is optimized, one stable structure Al19(b) is 

obtained. Two intermediate structures Al19(x2) and Al19(x3) are also presented in figure1. The Al19(b) 

lies 0.16 eV higher in energy than the Al19(a). If the structure Al5(x) in Al19(x1) is rotated 180 degree 
around the axis perpendicular to its plane, one new initial structure will be produced. After structural 

optimization, another stable structure Al19(c) in figure 1 is obtained. It is 0.32 eV less stable than the 

Al19(a). The potential barrier from the Al19(c) to the Al19(a) is 0.15 eV. It is relatively easy to convert 

from the Al19(c) to the Al19(a). 
For other given clusters, there are such similar phenomena. When any two Al clusters on liquid 

substrate meet in the course of the movement, they would form the initial structure of a larger cluster. 

So their formation is random. Meanwhile, they will gradually become more stable and more compact 
from looser structures because of collisions and interactions. Of course, the opposite process can also 

be produced in theory. But, it is hard to be observed in experiment because the compacted clusters or 

branched aggregates are not easy to disintegrate, or the probability of disintegration is very small. 

Therefore, with the increase of the deposition density, the aggregation probability is increasing.  
Again, both of the Al26(a) and Al26(b) in Figure 1 are stacked by the ground state structure Al13(a). 

They meet in different directions. As a result, their stable structures are different. It is hard for an 

arbitrary loose structure to change directly into the corresponding ground state structure because there 
are several meta-stable structures, and potential barriers between them in the process of structural 

transformation. Some structures may never be transferred into their ground state structures.  

In addition, some structures stacked along one dimension will bend as their lengths increase. The 
Al25(a) in figure 1 is stacked from two icosahedrons sharing a top atom. The initial structure of the 

Al49(a) in figure 1 consists of two Al25(a) sharing a top atom, or four icosahedrons sharing three top 

atoms. Its final geometric configuration has undergone a serious distortion.  

At a certain temperature, the microstructure of the aggregations is different because the cluster 
structures change with size and they form different initial morphologies. But, the liquid surface is two-

dimensional isotropic. Therefore, it is easier to understand that the Al NPs on liquid substrate exhibit a 

disc-shaped morphology.  

3.3.  The possibility of Al crystal formation 

It is known that the crystal structure of metallic aluminium is Face-Centered Cubic (FCC). Its lattice 

constant is 4.05 Å. The unit cell optimized by the ADF program is shown as Al14(x) in figure 2. 
Obviously, it has undergone a slight structural distortion compared to the perfect FCC. In addition, it 

lies 3.60 eV higher in energy than the ground state structure Al14(a) of Al14 cluster. This is a larger 

energy difference for the cluster with only 14 atoms. Its corresponding energy difference per atom is 

0.26 eV. So the unit cell is difficult to be stable. But the stability of the structures built on the FCC 
units increases gradually as the number of the unit cells increases.  
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Both Al23(a) and Al23(x) include 23 atoms. The former is composed of two icosahedral structures 

sharing one face. It is the lowest energy structure of Al23 cluster obtained by the ADF program. The 

latter consists of two FCC units. After structural optimization, some distortion occurs. The latter is less 

stable than the former with energy difference E=3.45 eV. Its corresponding energy difference per 
atom decreases down to 0.15 eV. Its relative stability increases. 

 

                

Figure 2. One dimensional stacked structures built on the FCC units, some distorted structures 
caused by atomic displacement and adsorption and other structures used for comparison. 

Al14(x), Al22(x1), Al23(x), Al32(x1), Al40(x), Al50(x1), Al58(x) and Al68(x) in figure 2 are all stacked 
structures from the FCC units. The Al22(x1), Al58(x) and Al68(x) structures misplace a half lattice 
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constant relative to others. Although the stabilities of the stacked structures are increasing with length, 

they are all meta-stable structures. In addition, the Al38(a) and Al40(a) in figure 2 are stacked by the 

ground state structures of the Al19 and Al20 clusters, respectively. But, both of them are not the most 

stable after being stacked. Here, they are only used for the comparison of structural stability. Their 
binding energies are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The binding energies (BE, in eV) of other Al structures. 

Struc. Al14(x) Al15(x) Al22(x1) Al22(x2) Al23(x) Al23(a) Al23(b) 

BE 33.92 38.64 57.60 58.97 60.44 63.93 61.15 

Struc. Al32(x1) Al32(x2) Al33(x) Al38(a) Al40(x) Al40(a) Al50(x1) 

BE 85.02 88.07 89.30 107.19 109.23 112.96 136.72 

Struc. Al58(x) Al68(x) Al38(x) Al39(a) Al39(b) Al50(x2) Al63(x) 

BE 160.56 187.75 108.43 111.00 111.88 141.06 194.55 

 

The shorter stacked structures are easily disturbed, and structural distortion is caused. For example, 

if an atom in the middle of the Al32(x1) in figure 2 deviates from its equilibrium position by 0.5 Å, it 
would bend and transfer into another more stable structure Al32(x2) as shown in figure 2. The Al32(x2) 

lies 3.05 eV higher in energy than Al32(x1). For a cluster with only 32 atoms, this is a larger energy 

difference. It is worth noting that the influence of such atomic deviation on the longer stacked 
structures will decrease. For example, if a middle atom of the Al50(x1) deviates from its equilibrium 

position by 0.5 Å, it will go back to its original position. Similarly, after an atom in the middle of the 

Al22(x1) in figure 2 deviates from its equilibrium position by 0.5 Å, it would undergo more severe 
structural distortion into the Al22(x2). The Al22(x2) is more 1.37 eV stable than the Al22(x1). It is also 

worth noting that two atoms enter the interior of the Al22(x2) and becomes a compacted structure 

similar to the Al23(a). 

On the other hand, an Al atom adsorption will also distort its structure obviously. For example, if 
an Al atom is placed on the middle position of the side surface for the Al32(x1), it undergoes 

significant structural distortion into the Al33(x) in figure 2 after being optimized. Although the Al33(x) 

is still not the most stable, its stability is effectively improved due to its distortion. Similarly, the 
influence is more obvious on the smaller structures. This can be seen from the distortion of Al14(x) 

+Al to Al15(x). An atom adsorption increases its binding energy of 4.72 eV. For such a small cluster, 

this is a large energy difference. This shows that the atomic adsorption makes its stability be greatly 

improved. Why are the shorter stacked structures more affected? This is because the atomic deviation 
and adsorption will affect all the atoms in the smaller clusters. But, in the lager or longer clusters, this 

disturbance affects only its nearby atoms. 

Compared to their corresponding ground state structures, the ideal stacked structures built on the 
FCC units are not very stable. Both atomic displacement and adsorption will almost destroy the small 

stacked structures. In fact, it is a common phenomenon that an atom is deviated from its equilibrium 

position or is adsorbed in the deposition process. But, the environmental disturbance makes the ideal 
stacked structures difficult to exist because their configurations have changed. So, it is reasonable to 

think that they cannot form during the deposition process on silicone oil surfaces.  

The structures Al38(x), Al50(x2), and Al63(x) in figure 3 are also made of the FCC units. They 

include four, five and eight FCC units, respectively. Their binding energies are also listed in Table I. 
For the Al50(x2), four FCC units are connected to the central FCC unit in four directions. The initial 

structure of the Al63(x) is a regular octahedron. After being optimized, they exhibit structural distortion. 

The Al38(x) is plane-like structure. We have studied the atomic adsorption on it. If an atom is adsorbed 
on the side and the top surfaces of the Al38(x) respectively, two stable structures after optimization are 

obtained. They are shown as the Al39(a) and Al39(b) in figure 3. Evidently, the adsorbed atom on the 

side surface has a great impact on the structure (see Al39(a)). But, the atoms adsorbed on the top 
surface enter the interior after being optimized and distort the original geometric configuration (see 
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Al39(b)). The Al39(b) is more 0.88 eV stable than the Al39(a), the top atom adsorption has a greater 

impact on its structure. In the vicinity of the adsorbed atom, both the structures have been obviously 

distorted.  

 

               

Figure 3. Two and three dimensional stacked structures built on the FCC units, and two 

distorted structures by an atomic adsorption. 

Crystal nucleus is the essential core in the process of crystal growth. On the one hand, the 

aluminium crystal nucleus is unstable on silicone oil surface. On the other hand, once the initial nuclei 

are formed, they will also be destroyed by the displacement and adsorption of the atoms. 

4.  Conclusions 

By using the ADF program based on first-principles, we have in detail investigated the structures and 

aggregates of the small Al clusters. The probability of crystal nucleus formation on silicone oil 
surfaces is studied. Two conclusions are obtained.  
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Firstly, two moving Al clusters on liquid substrate meet to form a random structure. Collisions and 

interactions may make it become a more stable compacted structure. The disc-shaped morphologies 

would form with deposition due to isotropy on the silicone oil surfaces.  

Secondly, the stacked structures from FCC units are not stable. Both atomic displacement and 
adsorption will have a serious influence on them. They almost destroy the smaller ideal stacked 

structures from the FCC units. It is thought that it is difficult to form Al crystals on the silicone oil 

surfaces. 
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